
Choosing Love
A Fresh and Empowering Perspective On the Power of Choice

Free will is the super power that God gave to all human beings. It is what determines 
your experience of reality. It is this super power that you will eventually use to align 
your consciousness and energy with Universal Love rather than with the separate ego. 

The fulfillment of your destiny to be in Communion with a Higher Joy and Love is
entirely dependent on what you choose at the deepest level of your being

The dawning of a new era requires a new paradigm. In order to fully open to the 
evolutionary imperatives and blessings present at this time, you must be willing to see 
beyond old perspectives. You must be willing to let go of cherished ideas about yourself
and spirituality. An appropriate paradigm for these unprecedented times of accelerated 
transformation cannot be based on outdated beliefs nor conjured by the mind's 
imaginary hopes and dreams. 

Truth is revealed through asking relevant questions and answering them in a fresh,
accurate and sincere manner



One of the most provocative and potentially liberating questions you can ask is, “Why 
am I choosing to resist the ever-present Universal Energy of Love?” This question 
affirms the truth that Love is the Energy and Intelligence infused throughout the entire 
Universe, without exception. Therefore, it acknowledges that if you do not experience 
this ever-present Reality, then the determining factor is not in God or in the structure of
the cosmos, but within you.

Awakening is not reserved for only a few special individuals, nor it is the result of 
heredity, favorable upbringing or positive circumstances over which you are powerless. 
In fact, ALL such false assumptions about why you are not Awakened, are designed to 
hide a fundamental truth. The truth is that Awakening to the ever-presence of Love is 
entirely dependent upon what you CHOOSE. That is the only cogent factor. This is a 
very empowering realization. 

If you are the one choosing to be separate, then you have the power to choose to
come into Communion with a Universal Love

The reason it doesn't feel like a choice is because it is buried beneath the drama of the 
ego's fears and attachments. 

Fear and the resulting suffering is BOTH a ploy to keep this choice hidden from you,
as well as the result of this decision

This deepest of all choices is the only one that truly matters, because it is the only 
factor which determines whether you live in an illusory bubble of contraction, fear and 
melodrama, or are at One with the stunning splendor of Life.

However, this decision is the ultimate dilemma for the ego because the ego wants God's
Love and Power to compensate for its feeling of inadequacy. But it is precisely this 
insecurity that drives it to prop itself up, though judgment of self and others, which 
causes the separation from God. The quandary is that exposing yourself to God's Love 
would totally expose that inadequacy. 

Choosing to align with God would be in complete contradiction to the life purpose 
thus far of protecting, promoting and preserving the fear-ridden separate egoic self

For now, you don't need to come to any conclusions or have any discernible 
breakthroughs. Simply allow these perspectives and the Liberating Energy infused 
within the message to wash over and through you. Honoring whatever you are seeing 
and choosing is already Liberating. Clear Seeing and self-appreciation will allow 
the natural merging to begin.

Becoming AWARE of the hidden ways in which you are using your free will is
the real “secret,” for there is no other power in the Universe that is capable of

aligning and merging you with God

If and when you choose to surrender your ego to a Higher Love and Power, that will be 



the final decision of consequence that you will ever make. After that, the only relevant 
choice will be about how to be the best possible conduit for the Divine. Choosing to 
serve and merge in this way is the only way out of a life of illusion and insecurity. It 
will mark the beginning of Real Life, deeply rooted in profound Peace, Unconditional 
Love, and Seeing, as well as Being, the Energetic Radiance of God.
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